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Abstract. Scientific documents, research instruments, researchers’ abilities and cooperation
among researchers are fundamental resources of scientific research. This paper proposes an
approach for effectively networking scientific resources by detecting community structures in
self-organized social network, discovering interest in information flow, capturing changes of
interests over time, and analyzing relationship between peers.
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1 Introduction
Obtaining up-to-date scientific documents and help from scientific community is important in
scientific research. Some research activities may slow down the efficiency of teamwork, for
example, researchers within a team often repeatedly search for the same documents. Appropriate
resource sharing can promote the effectiveness of cooperative research. A precondition of sharing resources is the identification of users’ interests.
This paper proposes a scientific resource sharing approach which actively push scientific
documents and recommend right helpers by discovering interests and analyzing relationship in
information flow within scientific community.
1.1 Aim and Technical Path
The research aim is the e-science Knowledge Grid environment [31], an intelligent Internetbased environment that enables scientists to effectively capture, publish, share and manage explicit knowledge resources.
The technological path of the proposed approach consists of the following four steps:
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(1) Build the general-to-specific user profile by making use of the information flow. A user
profile consists of the community profile and the personal profile. The former represents a
community’s common preference; the later exhibits difference between community members.
(2) Construct the community profile by detecting common interest community in a large social
network by graph analysis. Our community detecting algorithm extends the idea of edge betweenness centrality [10] by introducing weight to differentiate the importance of edges. We
also put forward a set of new rules to direct the algorithm to run or stop [23, 26]. A user’s
personal profile is created by mining information flow with reference to the community
structures.
(3) Provide appropriate resources (here focuses on scientific documents) for researchers according to subject classification scheme, community profile and personal profile.
(4) Find candidate helpers according to the community structures and select appropriate helpers
from candidates by link analysis [32].

1.2 General Architecture
The general architecture shown in Fig. 1 consists of the following core components:
(1) The social network is a self-organized network which reflects the relationship between
members within an organization.
(2) The Knowledge Grid’s Resource Space Model manages resources in a classificationbased semantic space [31]. It comprises information space, document space and knowledge space. Document space has an area-to-topic structure, where each area contains disjoint topics. For example, a review paper can be located in its area, and a technical paper
can be located in a topic in a certain area.
(3) The user profiles give general-to-specific description of member interests and provide
support for document deliverer. A community profile is an area covering the whole community interests. Personal profile consists of one or several concrete topics in the area,
which exhibits difference between community members. Community profiles correspond
to the area level of the document space, while personal profiles correspond to the topic
level.
(4) The information collector gathers information flow within the organization and stores the
useful contents into the information space.
(5) The network generator constructs the social network of the organization according to the
information flow.
(6) The community detector finds common interest communities in the organization by using
the community detecting method.
(7) The profile extractor learns user’s personal profile by mining information flow with referring to community structures.
(8) The helper candidates are a set of members within the organization who can help the
current user to resolve his problems.
(9) The helper ranker is responsible for ranking the helper candidates according to their skills.
(10) The helper recommender recommends appropriate helpers for users following the ranking
results of helper ranker.
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(11) The user interface, by which members can tune their own profiles ask for helpers or upload scientific documents to the document space at anytime.
(12) The document deliverer is responsible for actively pushing relevant documents to organization members by referring to user profiles.
(13) The community structures are used for identifying helper candidates, forming community
profiles and personal profiles.
(14) The communication facilities support digital communications for peers. It enables the
network of peers in the real world to transform to networks in the digital world, such as
email flow network and instant message flow network.

Fig. 1. General architecture.

1.3 Information Collection and Service
Information flows in an organization include email, instant message, communication in message
board and blog. A resource has its own profile specifying its type, owner, user instruction, and
location. Resources in resource space are recommended or searched within the community.
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The information collector regularly parses each message and divides it into six parts: from,
to, date, subject, body and attachment (if any), unifies the name of the senders and recipients
and deletes quotations of other messages and signatures from message body, then stores them
into information space, with each message as a record. Here, external messages and messages
broadcast to more than 10 recipients are neglected as these messages are usually irrelevant to
research.
An owner list is maintained for each document. People who uploaded a document are added
to the corresponding owner list, so are the members who have received that document. Absent
in the owner list is a necessary precondition for pushing a document to that person. A review on
certain area at the area level of the document space can be pushed to all members whose community profile corresponds to that area. A document on certain topic is pushed to the persons
whose personal profile contains this topic and corresponding energy value introduced in section
3.3 exceeds some threshold: first we find the common interest community whose community
profile is the area to which the topic belongs, and then choose the right members in this community. Documents in the document space are sent to appropriate members as email attachments
by document deliverer regularly.

2 Community Profiles and Community Structures
Members in a research community share interests. The profile of a community reflects a research area that covers the most interest points of members.
2.1 Social Network Construction
A social network is a map of relationships between individual activities: vertices represent people, and edges represent communications. Thresholds can be assigned to specify the minimum
number of messages passed through edges.
2.2 Community Detection
After Freeman’s vertex “betweenness” [9], Girvan and Newman put forward the conception of
edge betweenness and the approach to divide a graph into discrete communities of nodes based
on the idea of edge betweenness centrality. The betweenness of an edge is the number of shortest paths that go through it. Communities can be discovered by repeatedly identifying and removing the edges of the highest betweenness because the edges that connect highly clustered
communities have higher edge betweenness [10].
In order to get the community structures automatically, the following two rules are put forward by Wilkinson and Huberman to direct the GN (Girvan and Newman) algorithm to stop or
go on [23, 26].
(1) Minimum component rule. The component composed of no more than 5 vertices should not
be partitioned.
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(2) N–1 betweenness rule. The partition process should stop when the highest betweenness is
equal to or less than N–1, where, N is the number of vertices. This rule terminates the algorithm before the isolated vertex appears.
We put forward a set of new rules to direct the algorithm to go on or stop and extend the
GN algorithm by introducing edge weight to participate the calculation of the betweenness.
2.2.1 New Rules

We have implemented the GN algorithm that follows the minimum component rule and N–1
betweenness rule and applied it to the social networks constructed for a research team. Fig. 2
illustrates the partition results, where dotted lines are the edges that have been removed by the
algorithm. When threshold=1, the algorithm stops with three edges removed by the N–1 betweenness rule. When threshold=20, it ends with six edges removed for the same reason, where
node 23 is an isolated vertex in the social network itself. From above examples, we can see that
N-1 betweenness rule makes the partition process stop too early.
The partition results of the algorithm discarding the N-1 betweenness rule are given by Fig.
3. We can see that discarding the N-1 betweenness rule leads to too many isolated vertices. So
the rules proposed previously need modification, especially, for the small-scale networks.
We replace the N-1 betweenness rule by the following rule:
New Rule1: Remove the edge with second highest betweenness if the highest betweenness is
equal to or less than N-1 and the component is still big enough.
The number of the vertices in a component can be used to judge if the component is still
big enough. It may be different for different scales and different aims.
New Rule 2: A complete graph should not be partitioned further if E=N(N–1)/2 holds, where E
is the number of edges in the component and N is the number of vertices.
New rules together with the minimum component rule constitute more reasonable termination condition.

threshold = 1

threshold = 20

Fig. 2. Partition results using the minimum component rule and the N–1 betweenness rule.
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threshold = 1

threshold = 20

Fig. 3. Partition results discarding the N–1 betweenness rule.

threshold = 1

threshold = 20

Fig. 4. Partition results using new rules
The partition results using the new rules are given in Fig. 4. Taking threshold=1 for example,
after the three edges linking node 4 and 13, 4 and 7, 4 and 19 are removed in order, the edge
linking node 4 and 21 becomes the one with the highest betweenness. Because the deletion of it
will make node 4 isolated, according to the new rules, the edge linking node 13 and 21 is removed instead, which makes the algorithm continue. The complete graph rule newly introduced
reserve the community of nodes 3, 6, 13, 15, 16, 22 and 24 although there are more than five
vertices.
2.2.2 Community Detection of Weighted Social Network

The identification of the shortest path is the key to the community discovery. Previous works
find the shortest path based on the assumption that each edge is equally long. In fact, the length
of edges in a social network represents the strength of tie between nodes: the shorter the edge is,
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the closer the relationship denoted by the edge is, or the more important one node is to the other
node [30]. Differentiating edge length helps to find more exact number of the shortest path,
thereby, lead to the discovery of more accurate community structures.
One way is to define the edge length according to the absolute importance of the edge,
namely, how importance the edge is for the whole network. Higher importance means shorter
length. The length Lengthij of the edge between vertex i and j can be measured as follows:

Lengthij =

t
Numij

(1)

where t is the threshold used to construct the social network from information flow and Numij is
the number of messages that have been passed between i and j.
Another way to define the edge length is based on relative importance of the edge, that is,
how important the edge is for its vertices.

Lengthij =

Numi →all × Num j →all

(2)

Numi → j × Num j →i

where Numi->all is the number of messages that i has sent to others, Numj->all is the number of
messages that j has sent to others; Numi->j is the number of messages that i has sent to j, and
Numj->i is the number of messages that j has sent to i.
Table 1. Comparison between the three methods, where method A means unweighted, B means
weighted by absolute importance and C means weighted by relative importance.
Method
A
B
C

t=1
24%
44%
60%

t = 10
72%
88%
72%

t = 20
60%
92%
92%

t = 30
72%
88%
84%

t = 40
56%
80%
76%

Table 1 lists the partition precision when the three methods are adopted to calculate the edge
length respectively. For each method, medium thresholds bring higher precision. When threshold = 10, 20, 30 and 40, the absolute importance-based method brings the best partition results,
following the relative importance-based method, and then the unweighted method. When
threshold = 1, the relative importance-based method brings the highest preciseness. In general,
the weighted methods produce better results than the unweighted method.
2.3 Network Generator and Community Detector
The network generator takes messages collected as input, and related social network data stored
in a Pajek .net file as output. The Pajek .net format is a strictly defined, text-only file format
used by Pajek for reading and writing networks (Pajek was developed by the University of
Ljubljana for the analysis of large networks [1]). The threshold and the concrete method to calculate the length of edge can be specified. Community detector inputs the Pajek .net file and
displays the social network of the organization as an undirected graph. The vertices of a community are linked up by solid edges and different communities in the organization are linked up
7
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by dotted edges. Location of each vertex can be moved so as to view the network and communities clearly.

3． Personal Profiles and Profile Extractor
Messages a member have read or written implicate preference. So members’ personal profiles
can be got by tracing their daily use of all kinds of messages. As Fig. 5 illustrates, it consists of
message filtering, relevant-message classification and personal profile computing.
Relevant Message
Classification

Message Filtering

Profile Computing

…
…
…

T1

Relevant Messages

T2

Tn

Personal Profiles

T3

Fig. 5. Discovery of personal profiles.
First, irrelevant messages are filtered out. Relevant messages contain research information.
Then, each relevant message is assigned to a specific topic by relevant-message classification.
The topic represents the main meaning of a relevant message. At last, profile computing component determines personal profiles by a statistical evaluation of the results of relevant-message
classification. The principle directing this statistical algorithm is that the more relevant messages a member writes or reads about a topic, the more attention he or she pays to the topic.
The user profile can also help a research team: keep track of what everyone is doing and has
done by browsing current user profiles and historical user profiles, and tune personal profile to
make accurate interest-description and document-delivery.
3.1 Message Representation

v

Each message m is represented as a weighed term vector m = (m (1) , m ( 2 ) ,...) by standard
TFIDF function.

m ( i ) = TF ( wi , m) ⋅ log(

8
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DF ( wi )

)
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where the term frequency TF(wi, m) is the number of times word wi occurs in message m, |D|
denotes the total number of messages in the training set and the DF(wi) is the number of messages containing the word wi at least one time.
Email flow is a typical form of information flow. The text in the subject field and body field
of email is treated separately and identically in [28]: a word’s one time appearance in the subject
and in the body is equal. Here, we also consider the text in the subject field and body field of
message separately but discriminatively.
Usually, subject is the outline of the body’s content, so words in subject field are more descriptive and discriminative in contrast to the words in the body field. That is, they are more
important for the classification. Here, words in subject filed are assigned larger weights. When
calculating the weight of word wi, there is no change for DF(wi). For TF(wi, m), one time appearance in the subject field equals to t times appearances in the body field. The enhancement of
TF(wi, m) strengthens the importance of wi, while no change for DF(wi) ensures the tuning of wi
will not be weakened. The increase of words’ weight reinforces their discriminative ability in
turn [29].
Because message such as email is typically short, and the message body, subject and attachment normally express a common theme, the text attachment reserved is treated as a part of
message body.
3.2 Message Filtering
Models of relevant messages and irrelevant messages are represented as prototype vectors
v
v
m1 and m2 respectively. Both the positive examples and the negative ones are taken into account.
1
v
m1 = α
M1
1
v
m2 = α
M2

∑

v
m
1
v −β
m
M2

∑

v
m
1
v −β
m
M1

v
m∈M 1

v
m∈M 2

∑

v
m
v
m

(4)

∑

v
m
v
m

(5)

v
m∈M 2

v
m∈M 1

Where α and β are parameters for adjusting the relative impact of positive and negative examples. As recommended in [4], α and β are set to 16 and 4. M1 and M2 are the training messages of relevant messages and irrelevant messages respectively; |M1| and |M2| are the number of
v
v
messages in M1 and M2. m is the vector representation of message m and m denotes the
v
Euclidean length of m . Here, M1 is positive examples for relevant messages and negative examples for irrelevant messages. M2 is positive examples for irrelevant messages and negative
examples for relevant messages. When transforming a training message into a feature vector, the
words that occur with similar proportion of times in both M1 and M2 are deleted. Messages m is
v
v
v
v
relevant if cosine similarity between m and m1 is higher than that between m and m2 , otherwise, it is irrelevant.
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3.3 Message Classification and Profile Computing
The relevant-message classification specifies a topic for each relevant message by general document classification. First, a prototype vector for each topic in the document space is built.
Documents stored in the topic level are utilized as training documents for corresponding topics.
Then, for each relevant message within certain common interest community, a prototype vector
that gives the largest cosine of the message vector and the prototype vector itself is found. This
topic is a good representation for the relevant message. Here, only the prototype vectors for the
topics that belong to the area corresponding to the community profile are considered.
The more relevant messages a member reads or writes about a topic, the more the member is
interested in that topic. Personal profile of user Uj takes the form as a finite set of <topici, energyij>, where energyij denotes the importance degree of topici in the personal profile of Uj. energyij is defined as follows:

energy ij =

α ∑( m∈ from

j

) ∩ ( m∈Ti )

2

α ∑( m∈ from ) 2
j

−

age ( m )
hl

age ( m )
−
hl

Sim ( m, t ) + β ∑( m∈to

j

) ∩ ( m∈Ti )

Sim ( m, t ) + β ∑( m∈to ) 2
j

2

age ( m )
−
hl

−

age ( m )
hl

Sim ( m, t )

(6)
Sim (m, t )

where Fromj is the relevant messages Uj has sent to others in the common interest community
and Toj is the relevant messages Uj has received from others in the common interest community.
Ti denotes the set of relevant messages associated with topici and Sim(m, t) is the cosine similarity between m and the topic it belongs to. α and β are parameters that adjust relative impact of
relevant messages flowing from and to Uj separately. Stronger impact is specified to the relevant
messages flowing from a member by a bigger α and a smaller β.
Since user interests often change, it is important to adjust user profile incrementally [6]. A
−

age ( m )

time factor 2 hl is introduced to adjust the contribution of relevant message for personal
profile according to its age age(m), which makes the descriptive ability of relevant message
decay with time. age(m) is the algebraic difference between the current date and the date when
m was sent. The half-life span hl is set as 30 on the assumption that the effect of relevant messages on a topic reduces by 1/2 in one month [22]. Personal profile adapts to changes in member’s interests with the accumulation of messages and the decay of time. Here, no techniques
such as relevance feedback, user’s registration and user’s ratings are employed.

4. Identifying and Ranking Helper Candidates
When a researcher encounters a hard problem, an efficient strategy is to ask for a help within
organization. The person he need should be a member who is good at the area in which he/she is
engaging. In order to recommend right helper, the following two tasks must be accomplished.
(1) Find the persons who may be helpful for him within organization. They should be members
who are interested in his problems, namely, they should be the members who own common
interests with the current user. We can easily find them out from the organization by refer-
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ring to the organization’s community structures because members in the same common interest community share a common community profile. So all the members belong to the
same common interest community (including the current user) constitute the helper candidates.
(2) Select the persons who exhibit great professional skill from the helper candidates as helpers.
The solution needs the relationship analysis among the helper candidates. All the candidates
are sorted by their ranks whose value indicates their skill level. Here, the ranks are computed by the weighted PageRank algorithm on the helper candidate graph. The helper candidate graph is composed of helper candidates and the relationships among them. When one
asks for help the candidates with higher ranks will be recommended as helpers.
4.1 PageRank and Weighted PageRank
The PageRank is computed by the following formula:

PR(u ) = d

PR(v)
+(1 − d )
Nv
v∈B ( u )

∑

(7)

where u represents a web page. B(u) is the set of pages that point to u. PR(u) and PR(v) are rank
scores of page u and v respectively. Nv denotes the number of outgoing links of page v, d is
dampening factor that is usually set to 0.85. PageRank has applications in search, browsing and
traffic estimation [17, 18]. It was used for expertise identification and ranking [5, 7].
The original PageRank algorithm divides the rank score of a web page or an expert evenly
over to its successors. The weighted PageRank algorithm assigns larger rank values to more
important pages, because the more popular web pages are, the more linkages are linked to them
[27]. Here, we measure the capability of helper candidates by the weighted PageRank algorithm
in the fact that the tie strength between helper candidates is different. The main idea is: the
closer the relationship between v and u is, the more rank values should be transferred from v to
u.

CR (u ) = d

∑W

v∈B ( u )

v →u

× CR (v) + (1 − d )

(8)

where, v and u are vertices in the helper candidate graph, Wv->u is the weight of the edge, which
starts from candidate v and ends at u in the helper candidate graph. In order to distinguish the
rank score of web page, we use CR(u) to represent the rank score of the helper candidate u.

4.2 Helper Candidates Ranking
The ranking process consists of four steps: community recovery, direction transform, weight
assignment and rank computing. The ranking process will be introduced with the social network
example in Fig. 6(a), where the filled vertex is the person who is asking for help.
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4.2.1 Community Recovery
In order to find the common interest communities within the organization, we compute edge
betweenness and remove the edge with higher betweenness repeatedly introduced in section 2.2.

(a) Original social network

(b) Detecting results

(c) Community recovery results

Fig. 6. Community recovery process.

Fig. 6(b) illustrates the common interest communities identified in the social network shown
in Fig. 6(a), where the dotted lines are the edges that have been removed. From Fig. 6(b) we can
see when the edges between communities are removed, a part of edges within communities are
deleted as well. The removing of the inner edges may affect the ranking precision because our
method is based on the helper candidate graph to which the asker belongs.
So the first step towards helper candidates ranking is community recovery, whose responsibility is to add the inner edges which have been removed back to common interest communities.
Each common interest community output by community recovery is the helper candidate graph
for the members in it. The recovery results of Fig. 6 (b) are given in Fig. 6 (c).
4.2.2 Direction Transform
The PageRank computes each Web page’s rank score based on the graph of the Web pages [17].
The social network we constructed is an undirected graph, so is the helper candidate graph. In
order to rank helper candidates by the PageRank algorithm, each tie between candidates in the
helper candidate graph must have a direction. This step specifies a direction for each edge in the
helper candidate graph according to the characteristics of information flow. Namely, the helper
candidate graph will be converted from an undirected graph to a directed graph in this step.
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(a) Weighted, directed helper candidate graph

(d) Results of rank computing

Fig. 7. Direction transform, weight assignment and rank computing.
Several methods can be used to determine an edge’s direction.
The first is based on the message quantity exchanged between two linked candidates: if candidate v has sent more messages to candidate u than that u has sent to v, then the edge between v
and u directs to v, or else, it directs to u.
The second and third are degree-based. In the social network, vertex degree is often used to
measure the power of vertices: higher degree indicates more power [11]. When the degree is
considered, there are two conditions for the vertices in the helper candidate graph. One is that
each edge on a vertex contributes one to its degree. The other is that each message sent out by a
candidate to others in the helper candidate graph contributes one to his degree. For convenience,
we call the degree under the first condition edge degree, the degree under the second condition
message degree. In fact, the message degree of a vertex is the sum of messages that it has sent to
others in the helper candidate graph. No matter under which condition our method let each edge
goes from the vertex with lower degree to the one with higher degree.
The fourth is based on the relative impact of the edge on the two vertices which are linked up
by it. The edge evu starts from u and ends at v if the impact of evu on vertex u is larger than that
on vertex v, or else, evu starts from v and ends at u. The impact of evu on v, Ivu-v, is calculated as
following:

I vu − v =

Num v →u
Num v → all

(9)

where, Numv->u is the number of messages that v has sent to u, Numv->all is the number of messages that v has sent to others in the helper candidate graph.
Fig. 7 (a) is the undirected helper candidate graph which is got from Fig. 6 for the person
who is asking for help through community recovery. We can see the member C who need help
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is also a part of his helper candidate graph. Fig. 7 (b) is the directed representation of Fig. 7 (a)
after the direction transformation. Now the original PageRank algorithm can be adopted to
compute each candidate’s rank if the tie strength between them is not taken into account.
4.2.3 Weight Assignment
The original PageRank algorithm evenly divides a helper candidate’s rank over to his successors
ignoring the tie strength between helper candidates [17]. Different edge length has been used to
represent the tie strength between two vertices in section 2.2.2. It is reasonable to believe different tie strength should lead to different distribution of the candidate’s rank. In order to make the
rank distribution more accurate, the weight of the edge which directs the rank distribution
should be assigned.
Two kinds of methods are used to calculate edge weight for candidate graph. The first only
considers the successors of the edge’s origin vertex; the second considers both the successors of
the edge’s destination vertex and the predecessors of the edge’s origin vertex.
The first method in the first class defines the edge weight as:

Wv →u =

Num v →u + Numu →v
∑ ( Numv→t + Numt →v )

(10)

t∈F ( v )

where, Wv->u is the weight of the link from v to u, F(v) is the set of candidates to which v directs,
namely, successors of v. From equation 10, we can see this method is based on the message
exchanged between the two vertices which are linked up by the edge.
The message degree is the basis of the second method. The denominator in the right of this
equation is the message degree of v.

Wv →u =

Numv →u
∑ Numv→t

(11)

t∈F (v )

The last method in this class is based on the relative importance of the edge. Wv->u is defined
as:

Wv →u =

Num v →u × Numu →v
∑ ( Numv→t × Numt →v )

(12)

t∈F ( v )

There are three methods in the second class as well. The first method computes edge weight
according to the out-links of the edge’s destination and the out-links of the predecessors of its
origin. First, each edge’s out-link proportion is calculated by:

Out v →u =

∑ Num

w∈F ( u )

u →w

∑ ∑ Num

p∈B ( v ) q∈F ( p )

(13)
p→q

where, Outv->u is the out-link proportion of the edge from v to u, B(v) is the predecessors of v.
Then Wv->u is defined as:
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Out v →u
∑ Outv→t

Wv →u =

(14)

t∈F (v )

The second method in this class is based on the in-links of the edge’s destination and the inlinks of the predecessors of its origin. Similarly, each edge’s in-link proportion is calculated
first.

Inv →u =

∑ Num
∑ ∑ Num

w→ u

w∈B ( u )

p∈B ( v ) q∈B ( p )

(15)
q→ p

Inv->u is the in-link proportion of the edge from v to u. Then Wv->u is got by:

Wv →u =

Inv →u
∑ Inv→t

(16)

t∈F (v )

The next method decides an edge’s weight by the combination of the edge’s out-link proportion and in-link proportion.

Wv→u =

Out v→u × Inv→u
∑ (Outv→t × Inv→t )

(17)

t∈F ( v )

The design idea of the second class of methods comes from [27]. We develop it by adding
characteristics of information flow and renormalizing the weight of all edges which start from
the same vertex to sum to one.
If we replace the Wv->u in equation 8 by the 1/Nv in equation 7, we will get the original PageRank algorithm. In order to compare with the original PageRank algorithm we call this method
unweighted method. So together with the unweighted condition there are seven ways to compute the edge weight. As shown in Fig. 7 (c), after this step, each link between helper candidates
has a weight value.
4.2.4 Convergence Properties and Rank Computing
Like the PageRank algorithm, the weighted PageRank algorithm can also be regarded as a
Markov chain [12]. Its transition matrix M ' is:

M ' = d × M + (1 − d ) × E

(18)

where, M is a square matrix whose element mvu is Wv->u, N is the number of the vertices in the
helper candidate graph and E = [1 N ] N × N .
The seven methods given here to calculate Wv->u insure

N

∑m
u =1

vu

= 1 for all v, so M is a stochas-

tic matrix [12]. The combination of the stochastic matrix M and the stochastic perturbation ma-
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trix E insures that M ' is both stochastic and primitive. So the weighted PageRank algorithm
will converge [15].
The last step of the helper candidates ranking is to determine each candidate’s recommendation order according to his capability. We achieve it through the weighted PageRank algorithm
on the helper candidate graph which is got in last section. Here we specify equal initial rank
score for each helper candidate since their initial values will not affect the final values [17].
After rank computing, candidate labels in Fig. 7 (c) are replaced by their recommendation orders in Fig. 7 (d). Now, the recommender can recommend helpers by order. The final rank score
value for each helper candidate in Fig. 7(d) can be found in Table 2.
Table 2. Rank computing results
Candidate Label
A
B
C
D

Score Value
0.159158
0.057709
0.034351
0.146832

Rank Order
2
6
7
4

Candidate Label
E
F
G
H

Score Value
0.034351
0.156107
0.146832
0.264661

Rank Order
8
3
5
1

4.3 Accuracy Evaluation
In order to evaluate our method which ranks the candidates we adopt the recall-based analysis
method used by [7]. So the recall on top n is defined as the fraction of top n helper candidates of
the correct (ground-truth) ranking ρ that are contained in the top n helper candidates of the ranking γ of our method.
The raw data of our experiments are 98,138 emails which are collected from a research organization including 312 members since Sep 5, 2004 to Mar 16, 2006. First, the social network
which describes the member relationship within the organization is built from these emails.
When the social network is constructed, the threshold 10 is used. Then, different common interest communities in the organization are found out by the community detection method which
has been introduced in section 2.2. There are 9 research communities which are made up of 52,
25, 61, 54, 19, 15, 31, 22 and 33 members respectively. Our next experiments conduct on the
helper candidate graph which is got through community detection and community recovery
from the research community which consists of 25 members.
In order to get the ground-truth ranking ρ, we ask each member in that research community
to sort the community members according to their capabilities. As the results, we get 25 member
lists. For each member, we first compute his total number which is the sum of his order number
in each list. Then, rank the members in the descending order of their total number. The result
will be used as the ground-truth ranking ρ for evaluations.
The weighted PageRank algorithm is a Markov process which is characterized by it’s transition matrix. The direction and weight of the edges in the helper candidate graph determine the
transition matrix together. So the edge direction assignment approach together with the edge
weight computing method determines the final rank result in fact. Approaches have been put
forward in section 4.2 to specify direction and calculate weight for the edges in the helper candidate graph respectively. The combination of them brings 28 patterns to characterize the helper
candidate graph. Fig. 8 depicts the helper candidate graph which has been directed by message
quantity and weighted by message degree.
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Fig. 8. The helper candidate graph directed by message quantity and weighted by message degree.

First, we look at the effect of the methods which specify edge direction for the helper candidate graph. Fig. 9-15 illustrates the ranking results of the helper candidate graphs that are
weighted by certain concrete way. The vertical axis shows recall, abscissa is top size. Here, the
top size spans from 1 to 25. There are four recall curves in each figure. Each curve describes the
ranking results of the candidate graph which is directed by certain method and weighted by the
way corresponding to the current figure.
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Results of the candidate graphs unweighted
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Fig. 9. Rank results of the unweighted helper candidate graphs

Results of the candidate graphs weighted by message exchanged
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Fig. 10. Rank results of the helper candidate graphs which are weighted by message exchanged
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Results of the candidate graphs weighted by message degree
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Fig. 11. Rank results of the helper candidate graphs which are weighted by message degree

Results of the candidate graphs weighted by relative importance
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Fig. 12. Rank results of the helper candidate graphs which are weighted by relative importance
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Results of the candidate graphs weighted by out-link
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Fig. 13. Rank results of the helper candidate graphs which are weighted by out-links

Results of the candidate graphs weighted by in-link
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Fig. 14. Rank results of the helper candidate graphs which are weighted by in-links
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Results of the candidate graphs weighted by in-link and out-link
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Fig. 15. Rank results of the helper candidate graphs weighted by out-links and in-links
These figures show that under most conditions the helper candidate graphs perform best
when they are directed by message degree and the helper candidate graphs always perform
worst when they are directed by relative impact. In order to compare these four methods by one
figure, we give the definition of average recall. Here, the average recall under certain pattern is
defined by:
n −1

v nmax −
r = ∑ 2 hl × rn
n =1

nmax

∑2

−

n −1
hl

(19)

n =1

n is the top size, rn is the recall under the current pattern when top size equals n. This definition
integrates the recall at certain pattern when the top size n spans from 1 to nmax to get the average
v
recall, r , to evaluate the performance of the current pattern. Because the recall is more important when the top size is small than the recall when the top size is big. So when the average re−

n −1

call is calculated, the impact of the recall is adjusted by 2 hl , which makes the influence of the
recall decrease with the increasing of n. Here, hl = ⎡nmax 2⎤ and nmax=25 is the max value of n.
For each pattern we calculate its average recall and draw the results in Fig. 16, where the
vertical axis shows average recall. There are seven points in the abscissa axis, each denotes a
method for computing the edge weight. w_un, w_e, w_m, w_r, w_out, w_in and w_l represent
unweighted, weighted by message exchanged, weighted by message degree, weighted by relative importance, weighted by out-links, weighted by in-links and weighted by out-links and inlinks respectively. The results of the graphs which are directed by the same method are linked
up as the average recall curve for that method. From this figure, we can conclude that the helper
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candidate graphs which are directed by message degree do always performs best and the helper
candidate graphs which are directed by relative impact always performs worst. This is in accord
with the former figures.
Comparison between the methods which specify edge direction
directed by
directed by
directed by
directed by

0.84
0.82

message quantity
message degree
edge degree
relative impact

average recall

0.80
0.78
0.76
0.74
0.72
0.70
0.68
w_un

w_e

w_m
w_r
w_out
methods computing edge weights

w_in

w_l

Fig. 16. Comparison between methods which specify direction for edges
Comparison between the methods which calculate edge weight

0.80

average recall

0.78
0.76
0.74
0.72
0.70
0.68
message quantity

unweighted
weighted by
weighted by
weighted by
weighted by
weighted by
weighted by

message exchanged
message degree
relative importance
out-link
in-link
out-link and in-link

message degree
edge degree
methods specifying edge direction

relative degree

Fig. 17. Output when different methods are adopted to calculate edge weight
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Fig. 17 compares the methods for calculating the edge weight. The abscissa axis is the
method for determining the direction for each edge; the vertical axis is average recall. From Fig.
17, we can see the method for calculating edge weight according to the relative importance of
the edge performs best, while, contrary to our expectation, the candidate graphs which are unweighted do not always bring the lowest average recall. Although the unweighted helper candidate graphs perform fairly good when they are directed by message degree, the unweighted
helper candidate graphs which are directed by other methods perform nearly worst. From Fig.
17 we also find the methods which consider both the successors of the edge’s destination and
the predecessors of the edge’s origin do not perform better than the methods which only consider the successors of the edge’s origin. Each point in Fig. 17 corresponds to a recall curve in
Fig. 18-21. Fig. 17 contains four groups of points with the same horizontal value. Fig. 18-21
describe the four groups respectively in detail.

Results of the candidate graphs directed by message quantity
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Fig. 18. Ranking results of the helper candidate graphs directed by message quantity
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Results of the candidate graphs directed by message degree
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Fig. 19. Ranking results of the helper candidate graphs directed by message degree

Results of the candidate graphs directed by edge degree
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Fig. 20. Ranking results of the helper candidate graphs directed by edge degree
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Results of the candidate graphs directed by relative importance
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Fig. 21. Rank results of the helper candidate graphs directed by relative importance.

5 Related Work and Discussion
Learning and constructing user profiles without any human intervention is an important feature
of our method. It does not depend on other techniques such as relevance feedback, user’s register and user’s ratings.
The recommending system proposed in [24] asks users to evaluate a set of documents.
Then a vector of keywords is extracted from these documents according to the evaluation results.
The keyword vector is used to identify users. Most recommending systems learn interests of
users via relevance feedback and keep track of them daily using a search engine. It may satisfy a
user’s immediate information interests but usually is not sufficient for persistent interests because users are relatively poor at using these systems [19]. Current email and instant message
have become one of the most popular communication fashions. Information flows such as email
flow, instant message flow and flow within and between message boards supply a rich and persistent resource for learning user profiles.
Usually, recommendations are given by listing the pages or documents when a user begins a
new session of using a system [3, 6]. These occur only when a user chooses to use the system. It
is an occasional and customizing behavior, not a persistent behavior. Our method pushes relevant documents by email for users at regular intervals, which ensures that users can get relevant
documents in time and persistent. Users do see the documents without any separate action because email is a “push” delivery mechanism in contrast to the “pull” mechanism like Web
searching. It makes our method low cost for organizations to adopt.
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Awareness means “understanding of the activities of others, which provides a context for
your own activity” [8]. In [2] each group member has to write a ‘today’ message at the end of
the day explaining what he or she did that day for the awareness of group. This type of awareness is immediate and short term (one day). The awareness in our work is long term. Through
user profiles, users can know what others have done, are doing and will do in a longer period.
Members can quickly and accurately locate themselves in the whole organization by browsing
community structures or user profiles. User profiles also tell us what we can learn from whom in
which community.
A number of automatic expert finding methods were proposed. User’s technical document is
used to build the expertise index [20, 21]. The expertise index is built by mining relationships
between users and various documents by text analysis [16]. Kautz et al. believe the best way to
find an expert is by “referral chaining” [13, 14]. Textual analysis is used by most of the previous
systems as the basis for expert/expertise identification. Unlike previous methods that are based
on textual analysis, our approach is based on information flow, identifies persons who may be
helpful for user by common interest community detecting by social network analysis method
and ranks them according to capability by link analysis between them. It is similar to the
method of using Web logs to compute the relevance of a Web user to a given query through link
analysis between Web pages and Web users [25], but the information flow used in our approach
contains richer semantics.

6 Conclusion
Scientific documents and researchers are inseparable parts of scientific research. The proposed
approach combines the two parts and explores the usage of the information flow network generated during research. It has the following features:
(1) Automatically discovering interest and helper.
(2) Capturing interest in information flow between researchers.
(3) Adapting profile to reflect the change of interest with time.
(4) Actively and persistently pushing documents in time without addition effort.
(5) Graphically displaying community structures and user profiles.
(6) Automatically recommending helpers who can directly help or recommend appropriate
scientific documents.
Ongoing works are to develop semantic community discovery approach and to incorporate
the knowledge flow mechanism [32] into our approach to reflect the dynamic knowledge exchange between researchers in the cross-disciplinary e-science Knowledge Grid environment
IMAGINE-1.
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